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party for a long time; but there were eventual compensations.
The fact that the 'pro-Boers* had been numerous and courageous
helped much in the reconciliation of the Transvaal seven years
later. The fact, too, that the leaders of the LL.P, and the young
radicals stood together on difficult and unpopular anti-war plat-
forms rendered easier that measure of general co-operation
between them which under the Campbell-Bannerman and As-
quith governments was fruitful in social reform.
But History, to the question posed above, has since found no
certain answer. It is easy to argue after the event that the risks
and losses of the long struggle were disproportionate to the Uit-
landers' grievances, and that the Transvaal must eventually have
reformed itself when Krugcr, who was old, should die. But
Kruger, even when broken and in exile, lived till 1904; and if
Great Britain had left her oppressed nationals unchampioned
until then, she might by then have looked in vain for any loyal
nationals in South Africa. Much more than the details of the case
for redress was involved in her accepting the Uitlander petition.
It concerned the whole future of the Dominions, and can only be
judged in the light of whatever value we may think that they
(and particularly the Union of South Africa) possess, as Do-
minions, for Great Britain. Probably, however, no government
could have let the petition drop. Nor after it was accepted is it
easy to see much room for improvement in the British handling,
save at the Bloemfontem Conference. Chamberlain worked well,
though seriously and undeservedly handicapped by the suspi-
cion of his personality, with which party feeling in England had
infected South Africa,
There remain two wider factors. Though the cabinet of Great
Britain was not bellicose, a large and noisy section of her people
undoubtedly were* London imperialism, in particular, had
developed during the nineties a swaggering aggressiveness; it
grew markedly worse after the victory of Qmdurman, If Jame-
son had become a hero by atoning for Isandhlwana, what of
Kitchener, who had retrieved Khartoum? And what remained
to complete the trilogy but to undo Majuba in like fashion? It is
often said that this temper caused the war; and it may be true,
though not in the most obvious sense. It did not affect White-
hall; the exceedingly strong combination of Salisbury, Chamber-
lain, Balfour, and Hicks Beach was one much above yielding to
mob-clamour* But it did affect Pretoria, If the Boers became

